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Abstract.

The aim of the thesis is to examine the use of.Jewish scriptures

--in connection with the self-definition of the Qumran community and the

early church. The working hypothesis is that self-definition and

scriptural interpretation were reciprocally conditioning factors in both,

Qumran and the early church. That is, on the one hand, each group found

itself described in the scrjpt~res and justified its own practices and

beliefs by citing them. On the other hand, the scriptures conditioned

the way in which each grou~ understood itself.. Doctrines and practices

were both j~stified Qy scripture and developed with dependence on it.

While numerous aspects of doctrines and practices will be explored, the

thesis will focus on the

itself as the right, and

question of how each.group's understanding of----. .

the only right group was both defended by prooT

,

texts and modi fi ed by the texts cited. '

~There has been extensive research done on the relationship between

Jewish scriptures, Qumran and the New Testament. However, very little of

this work has been directed toward the study of self-definition in Qumran

~ and ,the early church. (

\

The thesis is of general significance for the broader study' of

religion'in two ways: it addresses a significant topic in Judaism and

Christianity and thus enables a fruitful comparison to be made; it bears

on the question of how groups forge ,and modtfy their own self-definition .
.. ....
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,--'~ntroduetion

The aim of this thesis is to examine the use o~ewish scriptures

as a means to self-'definftion in Qumran and the early church. By self

definition I mean the process and ach.ievement of a 'lasting identity'.

Specifically (am. interested in how religious groups at the turn of the

common era understood themselves as being"right' - as opposed to others
~

/

'Central to~y thesis i? the hypothesis1.that at the turn of the

common era ·there were a number of competing2 groups offering a particular

,
first three of these groups Jos~phus treats them as philosophical J

schools. 3 . In some. ways "Josephus as sent us down the wrong path. It

understa~ing~of m~n:s rela,tionship

found Pharisees: Sadducees, Essenes

to God. Among these groups could be
•

and Christians. In discussing the

would appear that they were n

..

lThis is the. general
it as' a presupposition. .

so much philosophical schools as

ew taken by most scholars and I will take

2See M. Smith, "The Dead Sea Sect in Relation to Ancient Judaism",
NTS, 7, (1950-51), pp. 347-350. Smith (p. 350) makes the point that the

.religious history of Israel is made up of a long series of conflicts
within a single people - between adherents of the same God who differed
'in the way He should be worshipped. '

•
3Antiquities XIII.V.9; Jewish Wars II. 119-157.
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'religious' communities offering what they thought to be proper access. .

( t~GOd and prefnting a particula~ life style. First' century Jews4who

.we~terested ~n.religiOUS mat~rs could look to· them for guidance and

answers to thei religious questions. One factor that is common to both

Qumran and early Christianity is their·use of Jewish scriptures as. an

authority for their particular~octrines and practices. It would appear

that both groups established their 'rightness' by using scripture to

a thorough study of the
. '

significant insight

It is my contention that
.

use and interpretation of sacred texts will give
~

into the definition~of bei'ng 'right' and will also ~hed lig~t on how

such groups arrivediat certain norms.

I shall limit my discussion of self~efinition to those aspects

. validate their claims.

on which the use of )Scripture has an immediate bearing: self-identity,

right belief and correct practice. Both Qumran and Paul used scripture

to claim that they were;the legitimate inheritors of Bi~li.cal attitudes

and practices. Thls ?~ed claims of exclusion (Qumran) and inclusion
, ,

(Paul) with strong statements of right and wrong' from both communities.

Scripture supported bel~ef and practice with more emphasis on the'former

~ anp occasionally scripture allowed a writer to pick up and develop a new

idea from ~is original use of the sacred text.

The first part of my thesis will address self-definition in Qumran.

As we shall see, self-definition was not concerned with mere general

exclusions but it 'had very precise formulations of how one~

-----
4As weil as Gentiles.
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into the corrrnuni'tySand how one stayed 'in'.6,

"

3

The second part of my thesis will study the claim to be 'right'

in the early church. I shall deal specifically with the writings of Paul.

The first Christians were Jews. They were convinced that they had the

correct uncerstandi ng of man's re1atijJnshi p to ,God. The early Chri sti ans

had precise beliefs of how one became a Christian and how one 'stayed'
•

a Christian. 7 Because of their Jewish heritage the Jewish ~criptures

were an authority 'for them. I sha)l attempt to show the formulation,of

being 'right' in the writings of Paul and the role scripture played in

that formulation.

The third and last part of my thesis will compare and contrast

. self-definition in Qum~an and Paul and their use of scripture. s

s'Commuf1ity , i's a loose designation of those who'wou.ld call
themsel ves ~enes, Chri sti ans, etc. ' . -r wi 11 use thi s term throughout
thithesis but I recognize that the -Dead Sea Scrolls' in particular may
reflect different historical periods and possibly corrrnunity locations in,
the desert area of the Dead Sea.' The Pauline letters reflect a single
writer but his audience differs with each letter. This will affect some'
appeals that,he will make and- the thrust of each letter wilJ, be directed
tow~rd his particular audience. It should be kept in.mind th?t not all' ,
letters' attributed to Paul were in fact written by him (see p. 182)",
Al.SQ..!. Paul is only one of many Christian authorities (see Galatians 1-3)
jn ~e first-century of the comwon·~ra.

. '",

61QS5.1b-4.

7Galatians 1:9.

~8All translations of the scrolls are my own unless otherwise noted.
The 'Hebrew text of ~he scrolls is from E. Lohse, Die Texte aus umran,
-Darmstadt, 1971, unl~ss otherwise indicated. The He rew B1 e e ltlon
is·R. Kittel, Bibli~Hebraica, Stuttgart, 1968. The Septuagint edition
is A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Stutt9art, 1935, and the English Bible
references are taken from the Revised Standard Version. The Greek New
Testament is that of K. Aland et al.

)
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-> 2 State of The Question

A great deal has been written on the textual support of the

..

Hebrew Bible as a result of the di~covery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, (cf.

F:M. Cross, "The History of the Biblical Text in the Light of Discoveries

in the Judean Desert", Harvard Theological Review, 57 (1964) pp. 281-299) .

The majority of this work has had secondary application to my thesis.

However, the conceptual influence of the Hebrew Bible on the
-'--------.-Qumran COIT1TIUnl"o/ has had direct bearing on my topic. G. Vermes., "The

Qumran Interpreltation of Scr.fpture in its Historical ~etting", Annual

Leeds Universit Oriental Societ , 6, (1966-68), pp~ 85-97, suggested that
I

Qumran inherited an apocalyptic concept that prophecy was a mystery and
~ " .,
new revelation was required for the proper understanding of prophetic

\ ~
writings. The his\ory and teaching of th~·~umran cOlT1TIunity were announced

in the prophets and they'co~ld be properlY understood only in light of

the Qumran community. This theory of interpretation (pesher) had pre-
. 1

viously been proposed by F.F. Bruce, Biblical Exegesis in thiQumran Texts,

1959. He asserted that Qumran re-interpreted prophecy to make it apply to

the history of the. community: The Law was a sealed book and its true

meaning had escaped all but Qumran. The Teacher of Righteousness was the

one who explained th~ hidden meaning of scripture and the corrmunity

contirwed to s.eek further divine mysteries. W.H. Brownlee, "Biblical,

p. 54-76 ~ ted that Qumran vie~ed everything

~ntaining eschatological

reference to the Qumran community .. S. Lowy,

•
that the prophets

Archaelogist, 14,

meaning that had

Interpretation among the Sectarians of the Dead Sea Scrolls", Biblical

4
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"Some Aspects of Normative and Sectarian Interpretation of the Scriptures

(the Contribution of the Judean Scrolls toward Systemizafion)", Annual of

Leeds University Oriental Society, 6, ('66/68), pp. 98-l63,·outlines two

di fferent types of exeges is coexi sti ng side by side in Qumran. One is

concerned with the ordinances of the law and is literalist while the

other type of exegesis is prophetic and a freer system. K. Stendahl, The

School of St. Matthew, Uppsala suggested that the type of midrashic

interpretation in Matthew's gospel is similar to the midrash pesher of

Qumran. The interpretation in pesher quotation is incorporated ~to th~

body of the text and thus determines the textual form. This meth d of

textual formulation has an apocalyptic theme that views the prophetic

passage as 'fulfilled' in the present time and found in contemporary

situations.

The above scholarship has proven to be of invaluable assistance to

my thesis, but self-definition has not been an· extensive topic of discus-
'-

sion i.n Q!Jlllran studies. In particular, the use of the Hebrew Bible as a
"

means to self-definition has not been explored in the Dead Sea Scrolls ..
H.M. Shire, Finding the Old Testament in the New, has written an

extensive studY,on the statistical citations of the Jewish scriptures in

the New Testament. His decision t~()mit 'references' to the Old Testament

and .lack of reference to Qumran has made his book of limited value. C.H.

Dodd, According to the Scriptures, has had definite importance for my

thesis. He objects to the theory that there existed a 'Testimony Book'

behind all the scriptural references in the New Testament. Dodd theorizes

that there existed a method of interpretation rather than a source book.

Scriptural passages were us~d repetitively as(~estimonies or guides for
"
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interpretation and this interpretation was based on the principle that

the gospel was the fulfilment of scripture. The New Testament writers

had recurring themes such as "New Israel" and "Servant of the Lord" and

this thematic unity of topics meant that the writers went to a common

understanding. However, it was a method of study rather th~, a source

book.

E.E. Ellis, Paul's Use of the Old Testament and Prophecy and

Hermeneuti c, refl ects di'rectly on my topi c. Ell is proposes that Paul di d

not quote scripture in isol~tion and agrees with Dodd that an interpre

tative method' was applied to selected texts. He suggests that Paul,'s

exegesis fits with a. pattern of thought which views the Christian

movement as the fulfilment of Jewish scripture. ' ~

Bruce, Dodd and Ellis have had def~nite influence on~y thesis

and the study of self-definition by the use of Jewish scripture is in

some ways a continuation of the research done by these men. However,

there has been little work on self-definition and in particular the

comparative study of self-definition that uses the Jewish scriptures as

the limiting condition. The absence of research done in this area in

both Qumran and New Testa~ent studies would indicate that my thesis will

~ress a topic that requires attention.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































